Timeline Of Tagore

1861: Born in Jorasanko, Calcutta
1873: Tours northern India with father Debendranath
1877: Publishes first poetry using pseudonym ‘Bhanusihā’
1878: Travels to England for formal schooling
1880: Returns to Bengal from England
1883: Marries Mrinalini Devi
1890: Begins managing family estates in Bengal and Orissa
1901: Moves to Santiniketan and founds an ashram
1913: Wins Nobel Prize in Literature
1915: Knighted by Lord Hardinge
1916: Begins year-long tour of Japan and the USA
1919: Renounces his knighthood
1921: Inaugurates Visva-Bharati University
1924: Begins touring China, Japan, and Argentina
1930: Begins lecturing in Europe, the USSR, and the USA
1935: Protests Italian invasion of Ethiopia in poem ‘Africa’
1937: Rejects degree from Berlin University to protest Nazis
1938: Denounces Yone Noguchi’s endorsement of Japanese wars
1940: Awarded an honorary doctorate by Oxford
1941: Dies in Jorasanko